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Points in the preface  
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                    Observation        

 
    Nothing is ideological analyzed  in the book, 

    Analyzing is about being natural scientific or  

               man made innovation 
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1. Human intellectual and physical relativity 

2. Starting point 

3. Position of the Energy and matter in the 

 universe activities 

4. Non material Thought  – Matter  

5. MEP in this study 

      6. The Nothing point – Something point  

                     in the creation 

      7.    Two Basis of the Universe View 



   1.  Is there any “ Absolute “ or not ? and 

     2.  Can anything non-physical, 

          From outside the matter affect in the 

matter and  create the physical universe ? 

      8. Using terms  

      9.  Repeating terms like matter, non-matter, 

      10. three different Leadership and societies 

      11. references 

      12 . three evaluation 

      13 .   Practicability and falsification points  
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1.  The Intellectual Relativity 

of everybody and the whole humanity together. 

This means that, because of this " relativity" 

what is said by people can be up to 100 % wrong, 

thereby, the views presented here can be up to 

100% wrong as well. 

                   ------------------------- 

                 Thereby  

Relativity of human being 

Not only , is a certain point, it is even a point 

which  falsifies                   

              uncertainty principle in quantum physics etc. 

  in addition 

it is even an absolute point which falsifies  

               view of  

 “ deniers of existence of any absolute “ because 

Human being is certainly and absolutely  

          both intellectually and physically relative 



thereby again  this absolute relativity of human 

being is  

                           a paradox which 

falsifies uncertainty principle of the quantum  

                  theory and 

Proves existence of the  “ absolute” which  

             uncertainty principle, rejects.  

  ------------------------------- 

Why despite  possibility of being up to 100 % 

wrong views are presented here ?  

                      because 

More than , 60 years as a freelance researcher I 

have searched in these points and so long they are 

not Natural scientifically falsified 

They will be presented and defended. 
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   2.   Starting point 

In the same way that, 

the whole natural universe including human being has 

been created, without any human help or any man made 

innovation 

In the same way, 

The whole universe can be studied “ natural scientific” 

                   without any man made 

 laws, values, mathematics, 

technologies, aims etc. 

                         :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



( here aim of two withouts is not 

                 Without human engagement, It is rather, 

 without Human interference, in 

“ natural scientific function of the natural beings 

                                    by 

1.    man made ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

       2-      man made means among others like 

-- Double - slit experiment, in quantum mechanics 

--  CERN activities, 

-- researches in hospitals with man made 

intellectual and physical means. 

                  Otherwise,  

Every human being should  take part in 

researches and studies for her and his general natural sci-

entific development. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

thereby 

So long studies  are not without any human innovated 

intellectual and physical means 

they are not creation aimed natural scientific studies, like 

 -- Like CERN particle accelerator, activities, or 

-- bubble slit experiment in quantum  mechanics or 

-- studies in hospitals with man made means etc.) 

Empirical realities made by man made means 



are not natural scientific realities thereby 

their studies are not natural scientific studies 

they are man made studies with 

man made intellectual and physical innovations. 

 

   Based on the point that, the universe is crated without    

any man made means or help and 

Therefore the universe can be searched without any man 

made means, 

This study , follows the nature and search without       

any man made means.  
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3.     Position of the Energy and matter in the universe 

activities 

 

           E = mc2 

This point is taken here, in relation to those who 

directly or indirectly, take the energy, mass, matter 

as DCDer or Decider, Creator, Developer. 

No one of E, M, C , 2 including their “ = “ 

Neither is, 

Nor has, 

/ any thinking property, 

/ any understanding property, 

/ any awareness property, 

/ any decision making property 

/ any acting property etc. 

any properties which are needed for or being an acting 



individual thereby, 

no one of E, M, C, 2, including their  “ = “ 

with whatsoever definition, 

not only is not and all together, 

are not, any DCDer in the function of the universe, 

even, they are not aware of their existence. 

Based on this point that, 

the universe is existing and functioning but both 

/ the universe in its general form and 

/ E,M,C,2, in its energy producing formula, 

are not aware of their existence, 

There must be a DCDer behind the functioning universe, 

a DCDer, who is 

the MEP, the Main Essence and Property of the universe. 
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   Neither Matter nor Energy themselves  
 

(because of not having any TAVDA and DCD 

properties) 

never have been the cause of any change in the 

 universe. 

They are only two means for the MEP in 

 Presenting (its, her, his) thoughts by creating different 

beings. 
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    4.  Non material Thought  – Matter  

Some examples for developing the point  

This study tacks human “ Mind” as an example for 

developing 

Matter and non matter. In which, 

 Neither mind  

 Nor its contents are physical, 

 Both of them are non physical.  

I. Physical universe  

               related to the Mind : examples 

A. Physical body of parents 

B. Physical body of a Mobile 

C. Physical body of an airplane  

        II.  Human brain 

          A. Physical part of the Brain which  

               Can be seen, touched physically. 

         B. Brain’s non physical properties or  

             applications 



  By which physical impulses reached to brain 

  Coverts to non physical thoughts or concepts 

  For ex.  

Impulse from parents, mobile, airplane etc.     

converts to 

                      Non physical concept of the parents, 

        Mobile, airplane etc. and 

 Saves in non physical Mind. 

     What is existing in the mind 

Neither are physical brain 

Nor physical parents, physical mobile, 

Physical airplane etc. 

Both mind itself and its contents are 

    Non physical thoughts or concepts etc.,  

III.  the Mind      

             Is like an biological USB, in which are all 

              non physical information collected. 

        IV.     Non physical – physical togetherness 



 One of very strange but very butiful 

functions 

      In the universe is togetherness and cooperation of the  

 Matter and non matter ,  

 Like cooperation between  

   Non physical Mind and physical brain or 

Mind with physical body and 

 Physical universe. 

Small summary: Non matter – Matter 

 Mind and its contents, are 

 Neither 

 physical brain 

 Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

 In the brain 

Two different universes : 

a. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  



b. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 

 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter .  
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5.  MEP in this study 

         MEP = Main Essence  and Property = Creator 
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For making the MEP  easier  for understanding, study 

begins with human innovations in which 

A. Essence 

Every human innovation, has different constructional  

non physical intellectual dimensions. Among others 



( WVLMSFTA) etc. or will, value law, mathematics, 

structure, function, technology, aim etc.  by which 

innovated thing is constructed and 

B. Properties  

           or intellectual application thoughts by which  

           different  innovated things have their different 

           functions. 

C. Innovation Essence and properties 

 These Essence and property  by which , 

Innovated things are innovated and have different 

functions , are not 

intellectual essence and properties, in innovator’s brain 

Which are the main essence and properties, 

They are a copy of the innovator’s thoughts in 

essence  and properties of – innovated things. 

Because after innovation, essence and properties in the 

brain of the innovator, has not disappeared, they remain 

in the  brain of the innovator as the main form. 

D. Creation’s Essence and properties in which 



/ Every natural being has its, her, his own  in-

tellectual 

Constructional thoughts as Essence and 

Functional thoughts as properties. 

These natural beings essences and properties 

              are a copy of  the MEP who is  

        the Main Essence and property. 

There are endless essences and properties in the universe 

but , related to the Main essence and property, they have 

been mentioned in singular form because there is only 

one MEP in the whole endless universe 

 

 
 

          Universe View and future societies 
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        The MEP’S (the Creator’s)or 

The Main Essence and Property’s 

                          Natural Scientific   

A.    “Guiding” Leadership,   

          Not  “Deciding “ Leadership for beings   with 

thinking, awareness etc. properties 

B. Deterministic leadership for beings 

Without thinking, awareness etc.          



properties 

  

                     In The MFPPS Or 

The “Matter Feeling Property “  

Physics and Societies 
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6. The Nothing point – Something point  

                     in the creation 

 

A.  The Nothing point 

In this study, this is the point when 

there were not any existing beings in the universe, 

B.  The Something - point, 

Based on this point that 

the existing universe, in the nothing point of 

creation, was not existing, but 

now it is existing, this means 

its existence proves that, 

 



 

Before the physical creation of the universe there has 

been 

An Existing Non – Physical and 

Not-Created "Being" 

Who has created all natural beings. 

This "Being" as the Creator, 

is the leader who leads the whole 

 universe, 
( except the activities of Humans and other beings 

with a thinking brain and properties like 

awareness, deciding etc.). 

This exception is, because of the aim of human crea-

tion 

which in this study is 

women’s and men’s development towards 

relative all knowerness and thereby 

having, the relative best possible life, 

not only on the earth, but also in the whole 

universe,    beyond the earth. 

The view for human intellectual development is based 

on, 

For avoiding diseases and different problems, 

First of all, 

 1.  should everybody know, her and his body natural     

scientifically 

 2.  should know, nature natural scientifically, 

development of these sciences is towards 

“ relative all knowerness of  every healthy individual. 

.         
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7.    Two Basis of the Universe View 

 

In this study 

Among others, there are two most important points in 

the universe view 

for finding, 

how the universe is created and 

how the universe is functioning, among others following 

questions are important 

  1.  Is there any “ Absolute “ or not ? and 

  2.  Can anything non-physical, 

          From outside the matter affect the 

matter and  create the physical universe ? 

 

   :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 I.      About the “Absolute”  

            The Absolute related to the Creation  

 

It is said that there is no “ Absolute”, 

One question from deniers, is 

How many % of you claim that there is no Absolute. 

1 % ….10 …30 …50 …80…..99.99 %’ 

Even in the case of 99.99 % they can’t say that 

there is definitely no Absolute 

thereby, there is an “ Absolute.” 

In the case of claiming 100 % there is not any Absolute, 

this means that, absolutely, there is no Absolute. 

This claim that absolutely there is no Absolute 

is a paradox which 

verifies that there is an Absolute and 



rejects the denier’s own view in saying that 

there is absolutely no Absolute. 

Ultimately deniers,  

Absolutely can’t natural scientifically 

claim that, there is not any absolute. 

  

The different dimensions of the MEP as 

a. the Main Essence WVLMSFTA etc. of the universe 

/ Will is absolute 

/ Value is absolute 

                               /Law is absolute 

/Mathematic is absolute 

/ Structure is absolute 

/ Function is absolute 

/ Technology is absolute 

          / Aim is absolute and because of being absolute, 

and 

b. The Main properties (Absolute TAVDA &  DCD) 

Properties ) or 

    / absolute thought, 

   / absolute awareness 

   / absolute volition 

  / absolute decision maker 

  / absolute doer 

  /  etc. 

There is no place at all for any “random activity” 

like the black hole ,the  singularity, the Big Bang etc. 

 

II. Can anything non-physical, 

 Affect in the physical matter 

 From outside the matter and change it ? 

We can take the human brain, as an example for 



Affect of the “non-physical” in the matter from outside 

the matter. 

The Brain  is constructed by non-physical intellectual 

(WVLMSFTA etc.) thoughts and It functions by the 

non-physical properties like 

the thinking property, awareness property, volition prop-

erty, deciding property, acting property.( TAVDA) 

Without  WVLMSFTA etc. thoughts, 

there will not be any physical constructed 

brain, and without TAVDA ,” property thoughts “, 

the physical brain will never be aware of its own exist-

ence. Thereby, 

It is by non-physical thoughts, the physical 

brain is constructed and it is by non-physi-

cal properties or biological applications) 

that the brain, can think, decide and act. 

As it has been developed in beginning of the chapter two, 

Every physical act of the brain is result of 7 different 

“ non physical “ acts.  

        it is the same with the whole physical universe. 

Practicability   

                         of this view is 

       Existing, functioning, but unaware universe  

      thereby,  

     the above mentioned claim, that 

non physical can’t affect in the physical matter, 

      from outside the matter 

   clearly is not right. 

 

                  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  

 



 

. 

8. Using terms 

 It has been tried, 

by using the most easy possible terms for making the 

views in this study 

    more and more understandable for people, that it will 

be easy to follow. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

9.  Repeating terms like matter, non-matter, 

Physical , Non-physical, Natural Scien-

tific etc. is because, 

this study is about the following dimensions of 

our daily empirical reality namely 

A.       Matter, 

B.       Non-Matter, 

                           C.       Man-Made  

D.       Natural Scientific, and 

                                  Relating them to  

     E.   TAVDA, thinking, awareness etc. for 

F.  being  DCDer or decider, creator, developer 

 

thereby 

the dimensions of terms and sentences, 

and their functional position as 

                      / an “ decider “ or 

                      / being a “ means “ 

should be emphasized 



for bringing and keeping people in this 

 

6  dimensional universe. 
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10    Three different leadership and societies 

   

I. Man made societies and leadership,  

   In which man made 

 ( WVLMSFTA etc. 

Or , will, value, law, mathematics, structure, 

Function, technology, aim etc.). 

   Are leader 

   Like present different  societies and 

   Leaderships. 

II. Natural scientific or  

                 post man made 

         Societies and leaderships 

                      based 

On human body’s and nature’s  

( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

Without any man made ( WVLMSFTA etc.).. 

  

III. Post physical , natural scientific societies 

               In which 

Societies, leadership and life are based on 

Non physical ( WVLMSFTA etc.) of  every 

Being and the whole universe. In other words 



  Universe and all beings in it, 

    Without physical body. 

               Thereby 

Leadership of the Main (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

                  In which 

 1.. In relation to beings with thinking, awareness 

         etc. properties like  human being is  

 Guiding, not deciding leadership 

        Because they can think and become aware etc. and   

 

  2.. in relation to beings without thinking  

                 Awareness etc. properties is 

 Absolute deterministic leadership 

        Because, they can think and they are not 

        At least aware of their own existence in 

        Existing universe.   
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11. Reference  

In this study, reference is related to 

The Human body, Nature and Man made 

societies. 

Not to other researchers studies because, 

A. The most important point in studies are 

       “ contents of views” not references. 

B.  Having NS Ground or basis for study and 

C.  Having NS goal for study. 

Basing studies only in present realities is nothing 

less than going astray in studies. 

Because, all human intellectual, physical, social and en-

vironmental diseases and problems are result of  



Not thinking, not working, not living natural scien-

tific. 

 Thereby, 

        I.. Not basing, the study in natural sciences and 

        II. Not having Natural scientific goals in studies, 

 Are two undeniable reason for  

 “ Not being natural scientific” character of the study.  
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12.        Three evaluation points of the views 

 

Unimaginability 

Living behind present man made societies and 

Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. is unimaginable but 

Undenyability 

This is undeniable that man made intellectual and physi-

cal WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scientific and result 

of this un – natural scientifically is all human intellectual, 

physical, social, environmental etc. diseases and  

problems. 

The only way 

Based on undeniability , the only way is 

the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

and property way. 
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 13.  practicability and falsification    

 

Practicability of the view is 

Existing and functioning universe 

Which is created and functions 

Without any human help and 

Without any man made means 

  

Falsification  of the view by 

Falsifying the view by proving that 

Without human intellectual help or physical innovated 

means the universe could not exists and function.. 

A prove which is absolutely , natural scientifically im-

possible because the universe and body of everybody 

Has been existed before she or he becomes aware of her 

And his existence in this universe. 
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                You are welcome, by sending your views  

                        to the following address  

           

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

                      

www.futuresocieties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

             

universeview@futuresocieties.net 
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